State Offers Employment

A New York State agency has announced that the State College will supply at least 2 graduate or professional students to act as paid assistants.

After a short, paid training period, which will last approximately three weeks, the job will be continued afterwards for up to three years. The applicants will be students in the college for the same purpose.

Several positions have been filled for both men and women. Free work for qualified applicants is available for men and women.

This position of St. John's University has been advertised in the college's department stores.

Student Forest

The Forest Council is an organization of students who are interested in the appropriate use of the campus. The council is made up of a chairman and one representative from each of the four colleges.

Each week the council meets to discuss the current problems of the campus. The council meets in the Student Center at 7:00 p.m. on Mondays.

We need to charge the student body $50 for the construction of the council. The money will be used for the construction of the council and various other projects.
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More Experienced Senate

Branding past issues of State College News, we have observed that a new Senate has a great deal of trouble fitting into the legislative body. Lack of experience is the key factor.

The inexperience is evident in the form of stumbles in this year's Senate, but it also extends to the entire state college. The new Senate is characterized by a lack of experience and understanding of the legislative process. This lack of experience is evident in the Senate's inability to effectively guide the university's policies and priorities. The Senate is often referred to as the "new kid on the block," and this label is quite fitting, given their lack of experience.

The Senate is also facing the challenge of representing a diverse group of students. The new Senate must work to understand the needs and perspectives of all student groups, from freshmen to seniors. This task is made more difficult by the lack of experience in the Senate, as they must rely on older, more experienced senators to guide them.

Despite these challenges, the Senate has the potential to make a significant impact on the university. With the right guidance and support, the Senate can become a vital resource for the student body, representing their interests and concerns.

Perennial Parking Problems

Whatever happened to the parking lot?" This is the question that many students asked in the student government meeting on Monday, November 18. The "solved" parking problems have continued to be a problem in the residence halls.

The parking problem is not a new one. Many students have complained about the lack of parking spaces, especially during peak times such as exams and holiday breaks. The problem is further complicated by the fact that many students park in the on-campus lots, which are often full.

The Parking Committee and the student government have been working hard to address this issue. They have proposed several solutions, including the construction of new parking lots, the implementation of parking permits, and the reallocation of existing parking spaces.

However, the parking problem continues to be a major issue for many students. The lack of parking spaces forces students to park far from their dorms, leading to long walks and added stress. The parking problem is also a major issue for students who live in off-campus housing.

The student government and the Parking Committee are committed to finding a solution to this problem. They are working closely with the university administration to address this issue and provide a more convenient and accessible parking experience for students.
Founded in 1917, Myskania Establishes Traditions and Functions as Judiciary Body

In order to give all superiors, MYSKANIA exists in order to establish the traditions of the college and the student body. This body, which is the student government of the college, was organized by a Faculty Committee. As a result, the organization of the MYSKANIA body was a self-perpetuating one, in which the president and the other officers were elected by the student body itself.

In March, 1919, Dram KANIA. This ceremony was just inaugurated in that year the new system of election, the executive body being selected the S.A. Constitution, 2i to try all members each year were selected from the executive body. The members of MYSKANIA seems to consider their queen; Mary Lou Eisenman, new Prom queen; Connie Crowley; Sue Mkenbatk, freshmen attend.Wninowski, Howie Woodruff, and Ted Dusanenko.

NOTICES

Myskania 1962-63

House Council

Acting President Mary Lou Eisenman, new Prom queen; Connie Crowley, new Prom queen; Sue Mkenbatk, freshmen attend; Winowski, Howie Woodruff, and Ted Dusanenko.

Public Relations Manager for the Student Teachers Association, Dr. Edwin S. Friedman, has been elected to the position of President of the Student Teachers Association. He will be succeeded by Dr. Harold Finkle, new Prom queen, as Acting President.

Dunn Wins U.N. Council's Chief Award

Bob Dunn has won the best satire award in the U.N. Council's Chief Award. This was the first time that Dunn has been elected to the position of Chief Award. He will be succeeded by John Smith, new Prom queen, as Acting President.

American Chemical Society

The American Chemical Society will hold its annual meeting in New York City on March 26th. The meeting will be held at the American Chemical Society headquarters. The meeting will also feature a panel discussion on the "Chemistry of the Future." The panel will consist of four experts who will discuss the future of chemistry and its impact on society.

Commendations

Mrs. Fred Collins, a prominent member of the Student Teachers Association, has been commended for her outstanding contributions to the Student Teachers Association. She has been a member of the Student Teachers Association for over ten years and has served as President of the organization.

President Council

President Dunn has appointed the following council members: Mrs. Fred Collins, Fred Roberts, John Smith, and John Smith. These council members will serve as advisors to Dunn and will be responsible for ensuring that the council's activities are in line with the goals of the Student Teachers Association.

Students. There are no winners.

Expert Repair Cost

L. J. Balfour

Fredmacy Jewelry

Shoe, Metal, Rings

Jewelry, Gifts, Furs, Stationary, Programs

Chili Pies, Keys

W. M. Cameron, N.Y.

Waterford, New York

Harold Finkle

3 Central Ave. Albany, N. Y. 102 45 Y.

FRIDAY, MARCH 2

The Bells of Toko-Ri

in Color

martin, '60, New York University

Robert Kelley

FRIDAY, MARCH 3

The Beat of Everything

in Color

Glenn Ford, '60, New York University

Walter Hoskins

INTERNATIONAL FILM GROUP
State Loses Last Game 16-13; Crow Captures M. V. P.
The State Varsity wrestling team had its finest season ever with a decisive victory over the Continentals of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Their dominance in the victory was evident in the match itself, which took place at the Coliseum. The win was crucial for the team, as it moved them closer to the championship. The game was a hard-fought battle, with each team giving their all to win. The final score of 16-13 was decisive, highlighting the team's ability to come out on top. The win was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the team, and it solidified their place in the history of the sport.

Tennis Merry-go-round: Free Agency to Start Thursday

As we look towards the future, it's clear that the tennis merry-go-round will continue. With free agency starting Thursday, teams will be making crucial decisions about who to keep and who to let go. The pressure is on to make the right moves and secure key players. The future of the sport is uncertain, but one thing is for sure: the merry-go-round will continue.

Side Flies In Cage Tourney

The Side Flies are in the cage tourney, where they will face fierce competition. With the tournament at a critical point, the Side Flies are looking to make a strong showing. The team is confident in their abilities and is ready to take on the challenge. The Side Flies are determined to come out on top, and they will be giving it their all to achieve their goal.

2 Teams In Cage Tourney

Two teams have qualified for the cage tourney, where they will face off in an exciting competition. The teams are highly skilled and are eager to prove their worth. The tournament is a great opportunity for both teams to showcase their abilities and come out on top. The tension is high, and the competition is fierce.

Tennis Coaches Inשים

The tennis coaches are in Singapore, where they will be attending a coaching seminar. This is an excellent opportunity for them to learn from some of the best coaches in the world. The seminar will cover a range of topics, from strategy to training techniques. The coaches are excited to attend and are looking forward to the experience.

Tennis League

The tennis league is in full swing, with teams from around the world competing for the crown. The competition is fierce, and the pressure is on to perform. The league is a great opportunity for players to showcase their skills and come out on top. The matches are intense, and the atmosphere is electric.

SNACK BAR

Where Universal Characters Meet

To Discuss

Universe

Tom's Barber Shop 27bons Street

We're Open 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Tom's Barber Shop 27bons Street

A hair salon with a difference, where Universal characters meet to discuss the universe.

WAA Bowling Draws To Close

Basketball fans held their breath on Tuesday night as the WAA Bowling Draws came to a close. The tournament was a thrilling competition, with fans eagerly watching every move. The final game was an intense battle, with both teams giving their all to come out on top. In the end, the team emerged victorious, securing their place in the history books.

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE ON EATON'S CORRIB ORDERED

The monotone voice boomed over the speakers: "This is a special announcement. Eaton's Corrib ordered to erase without a trace. We must all cooperate in order to achieve this."

Now, now Susan... everybody can't be the Homecoming Queen!

The Homecoming Queen contest is in full swing, with fans eagerly waiting to see who will emerge victorious. The competition is fierce, and the pressure is on to perform. The contestants are all giving their all to impress the judges, and the audience is on the edge of their seats, waiting to see who will be crowned the winner.
Dean's List For Fall Semester 1961-62

DeJack M. Dente, American University, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Albert E. Burk, University of Wisconsin, Madison.
Dr. Jack M. Dente, American University, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Albert E. Burk, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Dr. Jack M. Dente, American University, Washington, D.C.

Or Weary Rebel Scorns Confine

It's what's up front that counts

Thomas A. Peters
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Strickland Receives Awards
At Penn State Conference

Tisdale Reports on Site;
Construction to Begin

Senate Appropriates $2,000 To WSQA; Miltié to Talk
Broadcasting Operations To Begin Soon